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Chris Termeer is said to be one of the few people that can clearly explain the vast complexities of

the oil and natural gas industry in non-technical language for an average person. His book,

Fundamentals of Investing in Oil and Gas, uses 250 + detailed pictures, graphs, and necessary

visual illustrations, combined with thorough, comprehensive descriptions and details to aid the

reader.The book begins with a historical description of the start of the oil and gas industry along with

the creation of the trading markets and how they evolved to their modern role. From there, it covers

a comprehensive unit on the upstream sector of the industry, which involves how oil and gas

formations are formed and found, how to find commercial quantities, draft pre-development plans,

how to drill and complete wells, learn the necessary personnel and procedures to increase success,

evaluate reservoirs, how to improve oil and natural gas recovery, how extraction of oil and gas

operations are maintained and managed, and an in-depth look at the most up-to-date extraction

techniques used by both new and older wells.The midstream sector, or unit two of Fundamentals of

Investing in Oil and Gas, examines the transportation aspect of the industry. Careful attention is

given to the transportation of these resources and how they are stored, traded and distributed from

the extraction field to the refinery; Topics that are included in this section are: the importance of

pipeline infrastructure, shipping ports, terminals and hubs, planning, operating and maintaining

pipelines, and a brief introduction of some of the basic regulatory factors that impact trade and

operations.Chris Termeerâ€™s unit three of Fundamentals of Investing in Oil and Gas focuses on

experience and knowledge gleaned from the earlier years of his career. This section is designed to

give the reader an overview of key refining topics by using easy to understand pictures, graphs,

formulas, unique flow charts, illustrations and analogies. One can tell that extra attention was given

to this unit so that the reader, no matter what their level of education is, would be able to follow the

discussion on a section of the industry that few professionals ever try to describe. This section

provides details on how products such as transportation fuels are created, an in-depth look at the

major refining process that take place, feedstock preparation, refining operations, catalysts, yields,

and processing requirements. It emphasizes the vital importance of how the latest technologies,

such as hydrocracking, catalytic cracking, and alkylation, are used by the best refineries in the world

to increase yields and profits. The refining business is critical to our global economy, and this is why

special attention is given to finished products and specifications as slight changes in the refining

industry can bring about startling changes in the marketplace.â€œIt is important for one to have a

basic understanding of all three sectors of the industry as none can exist without both of the others.

Only once we have a better understanding of the industry as a whole can we begin to analyze the



trends that are likely to happen globally, nationally, and locally in the future. If it were possible to see

into the future, if only a little bit, one may have the potential to realize an immeasurable amount

success.â€•â€“ Chris Termeer â€“Fundamentals of Investing in Oil and Gas ends each major

discussion with light coverage of modern news events relevant to that topic to forecast potential

trends.Being written by an academic and professional expert makes Fundamentals of Investing in

Oil and Gas one of the most up-to-date and exceptional books available, providing readers with a

comprehensive and easy-to-follow guide to understanding the oil and gas industry.
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Chris Termeer's book "Fundamentals of Investing in Oil And Gas" has something for everyone from

the seasoned oilman to the consumer who thinks that gasoline appears magically from the petrol

nozzle. I thoroughly enjoyed each chapter of his book starting with his anecdotal coverage of the

history of hydrocarbon usage in Chapter 1, which flows smoothly into his discussion of market

evaluation in Chapter 2. Here he examines the effects of some of our recent political experiences in

the Middle East and goes on to discuss in layman's terms some of the more technical aspects of

market analysis, noting hiccups in the automotive industry that have influenced oil price. Chris's



stimulating discussion of the industry includes how petroleum is found, drilled, extracted, pipe-lined,

refined, along with descriptions of tools used to do all of these things as well as events that affect

progress along the way. At the risk of repeating myself, I recommend Chris's book to anyone who

has had a hand in finding, has or wants to invest in, or has ever used a petroleum product.

Well written and informative on the every aspect of the down, mid, and upstream sectors of the oil

and natural gas industry. Very helpful resource for a novice investor like myself.

Very well written. I had no prior knowledge of the oil industry before I started reading and was

surprised in the first few chapters as it reads like a story, which is a wonderful way set the stage for

the more techinical subjects. I also found the detailed pictures and charts to be very helpful along

with the 8.5x11 book size. The font size is also a good size, not to big nor small.

Great reference book for someone looking for information on the oil and natural gas industry. Don't

let the size of the book deter it is an easy and comprehensive read.

I am so glad I read this book. The oil and gas industry can be so complex and intimidating even for

the most motivated individual. However, the author writes informatively and without patronizing its

reader. Beginning with the relationship between man and his first dealings with oil, Termeer goes on

to explain how drilling and the oil refining process has progressed. I truly enjoyed reading this book

and feel I can now consider myself an educated consumer of oil and gas.

I am very happy I purchased this book. It's so informative and gives the information in a way that

even the most novice investor can understand. I believe that those already investing will appreciate

and be able use the information this book provides as well.

I would recommend anyone thinking of making an investment in oil or gas to read this book. I agree

with the author in the mindset of knowing who you are doing business with and understanding the

business if you are going to be putting your money into it. If you do not understand it then I wouldn't

invest in anything.

This book is essential for anyone looking to invest in the industry. Chris Termeer does and

exceptional job of explaining the process in terminology that even a novice could understand. The



book begins with a thorough explanation of industry fundamentals before transitioning into the

trends and history of the market. The author leaves no stone unturned in terms of offering the

absolute most thorough account as to how gas and oil are not only found, but how these crude

products are transformed into the high-demand items we all yearn for. This format proves beneficial

as it allows one to truly understand what exactly their money is going into before making the crucial

decision as whether or not to invest in this particular market. Well-written with easy-to-read

supplemental diagrams, this book offers a comprehensive overview that will aid both those new to

the market as well as seasoned investors. I'd highly recommend it to anyone who may be

considering investing in oil/gas or anyone with a genuine interest in the topic.
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